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ABSTRACT
Our objective here is to introduce coupled global climate models for the Earth Simulator (CFES) with ultra high resolution to
carry out century time integration within reasonable time. It is composed of oceanic general circulation model for the Earth
Simulator (OFES) and atmospheric general circulation model for the Earth Simulator (AFES). W e provide fully parallelized
coupling structure to transfer physical data from one component model to the other component through a coupler and back
again. CFES is also able to control concurrent performance by changing the number of nodes which employed each component of atmospheric and oceanic models. In addition, we will show that interpolation scheme introduced in this coupler well
conserves the physical values.

1. INTRODUCTION
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Fig.1. A self consistent representation was provided compar-

representation. To remove causative artificial factor of the

ing with simple serial coupling scheme.Decomposition of

inconsistent through coupling, we have developed CFES that

data exchange throughout the coupling has achieved reduc-

individual component can run independently. In this frame-

tion of communication costs. In ordinarily used coupling

work, each component is linked by fully parallelized cou-
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with low cost. W e are now executing experiments with hori-

to avoid drift due to the feedback timing. Furthermore, its

zontal resolution of 106, T319, T639 under 1 to 1

computational performance efficiency of CFES has improved
due to fully parallelized coupling scheme. In this paper, we
will introduce preliminary results from CFES on the Earth
Simulator.
2. Parallelization on coupler interface of CFES
In coupling frame work, we focused on developing
self consistent interface structure between atmosphere and
ocean. Ordinarily, each component was coupled with simple
serial scheme as shown in Fig 2. In this coupling scheme, the
systematic bias might be caused due to ordering of execution. Atmospheric component at time (t+1) is driven by the
results from oceanic component at time (t). It does not allow

Figure 1. Structure of coupling schemes of CFES. A, O” and

us to model a self consistent of air-sea interactions.

“coupler” represent atmospheric/oceanic, oceanic, and schemes
for coupling components, respectively.

W e have been parallelized structure of CFES by as-
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grid correspondence condition between AFES and OFES. For
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Figure 2. Annual averaged SST of CFES after 2 years integra-

Figure 4 Annual mean of precipitation after 2 years integration

tion of CFES with T106 horizontal resolution.

of CFES with T106 horizontal resolution.

Figure 3. Annual mean of SSS after 2 years integration of CFES

Figure 5. Annual averaged distribution of temperature on equa-

with T106 horizontal resolution.

tor of ocean after 2 years integration.

